Buttplate, wax cast brass or steel .................... #BP-Sch-50-B or I
Our "George C. Schoyen" buttplate, is named in honor of Denver's extraordinary riflemaker. See Gun Digest, 1971. The smooth curve is easy to install. Lighter than some Schuetzen buttplates, easily deburred since the sprue enters on a hidden inside surface.
Also called our "plain curved" Schuetzen buttplate. Very elegant yet very easily fitted to your buttstock. Wax cast iron or brass.

#BP-Sch-50-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $34.99
#BP-Sch-50-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $24.99

When new buttplates become available, we offer them on our web site.
www.trackofthewolf.com

#BP-Ma-2-B buttplate, sand cast brass only $29.99

Buttplate, sand cast brass ......................... #BP-Ma-2-B
Sand cast, in brass only, this medium size buttplate weighs almost two (2) pounds, and is ideal for a light bench or heavy offhand rifle. Flat inside surfaces and a square corner allow you to easily install this buttplate using only straight flat saw cuts.

#BP-Ma-2-B buttplate, sand cast brass only $29.99
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